
Card Table, Pair, Matched, English, Regency, Mahogany, Plum
Pudding, Reeding

£6,300
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REF: 11321 

Height: 75 cm (29.5") 

Width: 91.5 cm (36") 

Depth:  44.5 cm (17.5") 

Description

These card tables are the same model with some minor differences; one has a plum pudding figured frieze
and boxwood escutcheon and the other is slightly larger. It is difficult to source pairs of tables and these
came from the same collection. They are very versatile with the fold-over tops which create 4-seater tables
when open and serve as consoles or sidetables when closed. They are an unusual, spacious design with
middle back legs which gives them an elegant console aesthetic when closed. Table shown closed at front
The lift-up-and-over top in two sections, each made from one piece of solid timber 1.5cm thick with
exceptional flame figuring, faced with a moulded edge and retaining the original brass hinges. The frieze is
fitted with a small drawer decorated with a diamond-shaped boxwood escutcheon and a replaced but period
brass handle. The drawer retains its original oak linings and is faced with cockbeading. The frieze has fine
flame figured veneers on a pine carcass and the drawer is cut from the same piece so the figuring is
consistent. The legs are decorated with reeding. This table has a rich colour and excellent patina.

Measures: Length 88 cm., 34.50 in. height 73 cm., 28.75 in. closed depth 43 cm., 17 in., open depth 86
cm., 34 in. Table shown open This table is slightly larger than the other. The lift-up-and-over top in two
sections, each made from one piece of solid timber 1.5cm/5/8in. thick with fine plum pudding figuring, faced
with a moulded edge and retaining the original brass hinges. The frieze is fitted with a small drawer with
original brass escutcheon, handle and lock. The drawer retains its original pine linings and is faced with
cockbeading. The frieze has fine flame figured veneers on a pine carcass and the drawer is cut from the
same piece so the figuring is consistent. The legs are decorated with reeding. This table has a rich colour
and excellent patina. Measures: Length 91.50 cm., 36 in., height 75 cm., 29.50in., closed depth 44.50 cm.,
17.50 in., open depth 89 cm., 35 in. These pieces do not require a Cites certificate, it is not made from
Swietenia humilis.
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